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a b s t r a c t

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are promising power-generation systems to utilize methane or methane-
based fuels with a high energy efficiency and low environmental impact. A successive multi-stage
process is performed to explore the operation of cells using dry methane or the deposited carbon
from methane decomposition as fuel. Stable operation can be maintained by optimizing the fuel supply
and current density parameters. An electrochemical impedance analysis suggests that the partial oxi-
dization of Ni can occur at anodes when the carbon fuel is consumed. The stability of cells operated on
pure methane is investigated in three operating modes. The cell can run in a comparatively stable state
with continuous power output in an intermittent methane supply mode, where the deposition and
utilization of carbon is controlled by balancing the fuel supply and consumption. The increase in the
polarization resistance of the cell might originate from the small amount of NiO and residual carbon at
the anode, which can be removed via an oxidation-and-reduction maintenance process. Based on the
above strategy, this work provides an alternative operating mode to improve the stability of direct
methane SOFCs and demonstrates the feasibility of its application.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the last decades, fuel cells have received growing attention as
one of the major types of sustainable energy, and have been
advocated as a more efficient and cleaner energy alternative [1e5].
SOFCs (solid oxide fuel cells) are all-solid-state energy conversion
devices that typically operate at approximately 600e1000 �C with
great fuel flexibility [6e9]. Recently, methane-based fuels,
including natural gas, shale gas, coalbed gas and biogas, have
increasingly become the preferred fuel choice for SOFCs due to their
wide availability [6,7]. SOFCs operating directly on methane or
methane-based fuels could be more cost-effective owing to their
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high overall fuel efficiency and system simplicity [7].
Nickel cermets are themost commonly used anodematerials for

SOFCs, and they show superior performance in terms of activity
towards hydrogen electrocatalytic oxidation, electronic conduc-
tivity, and thermo-mechanical compatibility with electrolytes [6].
In addition, nickel cermets have been proven to be feasible in
processing and cost, especially in anode-supported SOFCs [7].
However, a major challenge is that the nickel-based anodes tend to
cause carbon deposition from methane fuel [10e12]. Nickel cata-
lyzes the methane decomposition reaction (Eq. (1)), resulting in
coke formation and the deactivation of the anode [12].

CH4/C þ 2H2 (1)

There has been considerable literature onmodifying of Ni-based
anodes or developing alternative anode materials to avoid carbon
deposition [13e17]. Steady operation of SOFCs with hydrocarbon
fuels has been demonstrated by applying ceria as an interlayer
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between the YSZ electrolyte and the Ni-YSZ anode [13] or as a
component of Cu-based anodes [14]. While many alternative anode
materials can be operated on hydrocarbon fuels without carbon
deposition, the performance of the corresponding SOFCs cannot
compare with that of Ni-YSZ anode SOFCs [12]. Therefore, utilizing
the heavily developed Ni-YSZ anodes is desirable.

The activity of SOFC anodes is well known to be dependent not
only on materials but also on the microstructure and operating
conditions [7,18,19]. Optimizing the operating conditions can both
promote electrochemical methane oxidation and inhibit carbon
deposition. Current density is one of the crucial operating param-
eters to suppress carbon deposition on anodes. Koh et al. [12] re-
ported that the chemical equilibrium behaviors of methane on
SOFC anodes can be explained by three overall methane reactions.
Carbon is significantly deposited at the open circuit condition (Eq.
(1)) and is rapidly reduced as current is applied to the cell (Eq. (2)).
Equation (3) is considered dominant at current densities much
higher than the critical current density (Jc), above which no carbon
deposition is observed.

CH4 þ O2�/COþ 2H2 þ 2e� (2)

CH4 þ 4O2�/CO2 þ 2H2Oþ 8e� (3)

Alzate-Restrepo et al. [20] reported that the amount of depos-
ited carbon on Ni�YSZ anodes exposed to methane decreased as
the current density increased. Lin et al. [10] studied the stability of
cells operated on methane at different current densities and tem-
peratures and indicated that the O2�

flux through the SOFC was at
least partly responsible for preventing coking and for thereby
maintaining stable operation. Liu et al. [21] reported that Ni-YSZ
anode SOFCs could be stably operated on humidified methane for
>90 h at 700 �C, suggesting that carbon deposition was limited
under high current densities.

An increasing body of evidence suggests that carbon deposited
on Ni-YSZ anodes can be oxidized electrochemically (Eqs. (4) and
(5)) [22e25].

C þ O2�/COþ 2e� (4)

C þ 2O2�/CO2 þ 4e� (5)

The O2� in the anode ionic conductor is promoted by the po-
larization current to react with carbon and release electrons into
the external circuit. The carbon deposited at the TPB and the YSZ
and Ni particle surfaces can all participate in the electrochemical
reactions [23]. Carbon at the YSZ is likely to react with the O2�

conducted through the YSZ, and electrons are conducted through
the Ni and deposited carbon with good electronic conductivity. It
was reported that the O2� conducted through the YSZ can spill over
from the polarized Ni�YSZ interface onto the Ni surface [26,27].
Then, the supplied O2� can effectively react with the carbon on the
Ni, which might be eliminated if the amounts of O2� were appro-
priately controlled. Ihara et al. [28e31] developed a rechargeable
direct carbon fuel cell (RDCFC) using the deposited carbon from the
decomposition of methane or propane at the anode under OCV
(open circuit voltage) as the fuel. The operation of RDCFCs with Ni-
GDC anodes was highly stable after six cycles of carbon deposition
and power generation.

In the present work, the controlled deposition and utilization of
carbon on Ni-YSZ anodes of SOFCs operating on dry methane was
studied. The carbon depositionwas controlled to be as reversible as
possible by optimizing the cell operating parameters, and the
limited carbon deposition was used as fuel for SOFCs. The cell's
stability was significantly improved with continuous power output
under a cycling modewith an intermittent supply of pure methane.
Under this mode, the deposition and utilization of carbon was well
controlled by balancing the fuel supply and consumption.

2. Experimental

2.1. Cell fabrication

Anode-supported cells with yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) thin-
film electrolyte were fabricated using a modified procedure from
the literature [32]. NiO (Chengdu Shudu Nanomaterials Technology
Development Co. Ltd., China) and YSZ (Tosoh Corporation, Japan) at
a weight ratio of 3:2 were mixed in ethanol by high-energy ball
milling (Fritsch Pulverisettle 6, Fritsch GmbH, Idar-Oberstein, Ger-
many) at a rotation rate of 400 rpm for 0.5 h, and 7 wt% (relative to
the NiOþYSZ) of polyvinyl butyral (PVB) was added and dispersed
in themixture bymagnetic stirring for 2 h, which was subsequently
dried and ground with a mortar and pestle then passed through a
150 mmmesh sieve. The mixed anode powder was first pressed as a
substrate in a stainless steel die, then pure YSZ powder was added
onto the substrate and co-pressed to form a bi-layer pellet. The
electrolyte thickness was controlled by the amount of YSZ applied.
The green pellets were then sintered in air at 1400 �C for 5 h to
densify of the electrolyte layer.

A Sr-doped LaMnO3 powder was prepared by a solegel tech-
nique reported elsewhere [33]. To prepare the cathode, the
homemade La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 (LSM) powder was first prepared into a
colloidal suspension by dispersing it into a mixed solution of
glycerol, ethylene glycol and isopropyl alcohol by high-energy ball
milling. The colloidal suspension was then sprayed under the drive
of 1 atm nitrogen carrier gas onto the central surface of the elec-
trolyte using a modified spraying gun (BD-128, Fenghua Bida Ma-
chinery Manufacture Co. Ltd., China) with a nozzle size of 0.35 mm
(pore diameter). The spray gun was aligned above the heated
substrate (250 �C on a hot plate) at a distance of approximately
10 mm. The cells were then sintered at 1100 �C for 2 h in stagnant
air. The cathode effective area was approximately 0.48 cm2. Silver
was adopted as the current collector for both electrodes. The typical
cell microstructure is shown in Fig. 1(b).

2.2. Test setup

The single cell test setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). The
cell was sealed onto the quartz tube using silver paste with the
cathode exposed to ambient air. Voltage versus current density
polarization curves were obtained using a four-terminal configu-
ration to eliminate the ohmic loss in the silver wires. Electro-
chemical impedance spectra (EIS) were measured under open-
circuit conditions with a frequency range from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz
and an alternate current signal amplitude of 10 mV. Electro-
chemical data were collected using an Iviumstat electrochemical
analyzer (Ivium Technologies B.V., Netherlands). A JEOL JEM-2100
scanning electron microscope (SEM) was employed to examine of
the anode microstructure. The cross-sectional morphology of the
fuel cell was examined using an environmental scanning electron
microscope (ESEM, FEI, Quanta-200).

2.3. Testing procedure

In general, the anode was first reduced in H2 with a flow rate of
40 ml min�1 at 700 �C for 1 h, and was then purged by Ar with a
flow rate of 100 ml min�1 for at least 30 min. After gradually
increasing the temperature to the target value, the fuel supply was
switched to a certain fuel composition and the cell performance
was measured.



Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the fuel cell test setup, and (b) the schematic structure (left)
and a typical SEM image of the SOFC microstructure (right).
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The procedures in Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b) and (c) are related to the
experiments in Fig. 4(a), Fig. 8 and Fig. 9(a), respectively. Fig. 2(a)
shows the procedure of a successive seven-stage process per-
formed to examine carbon deposition on the anode of cells oper-
ated on dry methane, and to examine whether the deposited
carbon can be used as fuel for the cell. Stage I is a normal H2
reduction of anodes with a flow rate of 40 ml min�1 at 700 �C for
1 h. The anode was then purged by Ar with a flow rate of
100 ml min�1 for at least 30 min in Stage II. In Stage III, the fuel
supply is switched to 25% dry methane in Ar at 40 ml min�1 under
open circuit conditions. The cell is then operated on this fuel
composition for 2 h at 625 mA cm�2 at 800 �C in Stage IV. Stage V is
another purging process to remove CH4. In Stage VI, the cell is
operated with the deposited carbon at a constant current density
under the protection of Ar. Stage VII is a step to reduce the partially
oxidized anode. Fig. 2(b) shows the RDCFC cycling operation pro-
cedure performed to examine the feasibility of cells running under
the RDCFC mode at selected conditions. The RDCFC mode generally
consists of several cycles and each cycle includes two stages, i.e., the
charging and discharging stages [28e30]. In the so-called charging
stage, the carbon fuel is loaded on the anode by depositing carbon
from the thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons (methane, pro-
pane, etc.) under the OCV state. In the discharging stage, electric
power is generated using the pyrolytic carbon as fuel. In the present
work, the charging stage was performed by feeding 80 ml min�1

puremethane for 4.5min at 825 �C. Then, the discharging stagewas
started at 416 mA cm�2 and lasted approximately 7 min until the
voltage dropped to zero. Fig. 2(c) shows the cycling operation
procedure performed to demonstrate the intermittent fuel sup-
plying mode (IFS), a novel operating mode for controlled carbon
deposition and utilization of the cell directly using dry methane,
where the cell was also operated in a two-stage cycle: a methane
supply stage and a period of stopping the methane supply. In the
former stage, the cell was operated at 416 mA cm�2 for 5 min under
the same flow rate of methane and temperature as the RDCFC
mode. In the later stage, the cell was operated at 416 mA cm�2 by
using the deposited carbon as fuel. The former stage would re-start
once the voltage dropped to approximately 0.7 V.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Current-voltage benchmark measurements

The object of the benchmark tests was to check the reliability of
SOFCs used in this work. Fig. 3(a) shows the typical I-V and I-P
characteristics of an SOFC operating on hydrogen at different
temperatures. The OCV values for hydrogen reached 1.153, 1.144,
and 1.123 V at 750, 800, and 850 �C, respectively, which indicate
that the electrolyte film was sufficiently dense to prevent the
crossover of the gases and that the cell was sealed tightly. The
decrease in the OCV values for hydrogen with the increasing tem-
perature is consistent with prior results and theoretical expecta-
tions [10,12]. The root reason for this phenomenon is that the share
of heat energy among the total energy released by the cell reaction
increases with the increasing temperature, while the share of en-
ergy converting into electrical energy reduces [34,35]. All of the I-V
curves were clearly non-linear to some extent in Fig. 3(a). The
activation polarization at low current density for hydrogen became
more apparent with the decrease in the operating temperature.

Fig. 3(b) compares the electrochemical performance of methane
with hydrogen at 825 �C. The OCV for methane is 1.221 V and
1.136 V for hydrogen. The peak power density (PPD) for methane is
680 mW cm�2, which is 9.3% lower than that for hydrogen,
750 mW cm�2. The activation polarization at low current density
for methane is higher than that for hydrogen, suggesting that the
electrochemical oxidation step is slower for methane. In addition,
the concentration polarization for methane is also higher than that
for hydrogen at high current density. This may due to the higher
molecule mass of methane than that of hydrogen, which yields
slower gas phase diffusion. All the above results agree well with
prior reports [10,11].

3.2. A typical dissecting process to examine carbon deposition and
availability thereof

The aim of the experiments related to Fig. 4 was to examine
carbon deposition on the anode of SOFCs operating on dry methane
and to demonstrate the availability of deposited carbon as a fuel for
SOFCs under the DCFC (direct carbon fuel cell) mode [22e25].
Fig. 4(a) shows the seven-stage experiment performed successively
by operating the cell on switching the fuel from hydrogen, dry
methane to deposited carbon (see Fig. 2(a) for procedures). The
cell's electrochemical behavior at the boundary points where the
fuel type was switched was tested (see Fig. 4(b)-(e)). These
boundary points were termed as the monitoring points (MP)
herein.

Selection of the key operating parameters: current density and
temperature. Several researchers have demonstrated that the O2�

flux through SOFCs can significantly suppress carbon deposition



Fig. 2. Flow charts of the procedures in (a) the successive multi-stage process, (b) the rechargeable direct carbon fuel cells (RDCFC) process, and (c) the intermittent fuel supplymode.
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and maintain the stable operation of the cell [7]. With the
increasing O2�

flux from the cathode to the anode, the conversion
of methane over the anode into CO, H2, CO2, and H2O has been
shown to increase, and the amount of carbon deposition from
methane decomposition is rapidly decreased. In particular, when
the loaded current density was above the critical current density
(Jc), the carbon deposition could almost be neglected [12].

To suppress carbon deposition in SOFCs using methane fuel, the
following two points were considered to determine the key
operating parameter, that is, the constant working current density
Jw: (i) to maintain the cell's power output as close to its PPD as
possible; (ii) to maintain the terminal voltage as stable and rela-
tively high. Thus, Jw ¼ 625 mA cm�2 was chosen based on the I-V
curves in Fig. 4(b) and was applied at stage IV in Fig. 4(a) when the
fuel was switched to dry methane. As seen in Fig. 4(a), at this Jw, the
cell was operated near its PPD, and the terminal voltage was
maintained basically as stable.

The operating temperatures S800 �C were selected herein



Fig. 3. I-V and I-P curves of the cells operated (a) on H2 at various temperatures, and
(b) on H2 and CH4 at 825 �C. The flow rate of each gas was 40 ml min�1.
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based on the following main considerations: (i) the methane
decomposition reaction (Eq. (1)) is moderately endothermic
(DH0

298 ¼ 74.8 kJ mol�1), which is kinetically unfavorable at tem-
peratures below 700 �C. To accelerate the carbon deposition pro-
cess, temperatures >700 �C are generally considered; (ii) the LSM
cathode typically works at high temperature (800e1000 �C), and
the overpotential increases significantly below 800 �C due to the
relative low reaction rate of oxygen reduction [36]. Alternative
cathode materials must be considered for high electrochemical
performance below 800 �C.

Stability of the cell operated on dry methane. Stage IV in Fig. 4(a)
shows the stability test of the cell operated on 25% dry methane in
Ar at 800 �C. At Jw ¼ 625 mA cm�2, the cell operation was
moderately stable with an average power density of approximately
394mWcm�2 over the 120min test period, which is approximately
the value expected by the I-V curve measured at monitoring point
MP2 in Fig. 4(b). Note that the voltage fluctuated approximately
0.63 V and exhibited a slight decrease during stage IV.

Ni-based anode SOFCs have been shown to be able to operate
stably using humidified methane at relatively high current den-
sities at temperatures <700 �C or at higher temperatures if a sub-
stantial cell current density is maintained [10]. The coke-free stable
operation has been explained by the relatively low rate of methane
cracking at temperatures <700 �C and by the effects of current
density and cell reaction products at higher temperature [11].

The I-V curves measured at points MP2 and MP3 in Fig. 4(b)
almost overlap each other above 0.4 V, which provides more
evidence supporting the high stability. However, as shown in
Fig. 4(c), the corresponding electrochemical impedance spectra
(EIS) give some different, more detailed information. The imped-
ance spectra measured at points MP2 and MP3 nearly overlap each
other except for the bifurcation at low frequency below 10 Hz,
which indicates that the polarization resistance increased after
stage IV [37e40]. Generally, EIS responses in low frequency
(LF&100 Hz) could be associated with non-charge-transfer pro-
cesses including gas diffusion [37]. Barnett et al. reported that the
responses at 0.5e10 Hz appeared to track with the anode pore
connectivity, suggesting they were related to gas diffusion [38].
Herein, the bifurcated responses at &10 Hz measured at points
MP2 and MP3 suggest that there might be some carbon deposited
at the anode during stage IV, which may block the anode pores or
reduce the pore connectivity and thus hinder methane diffusing,
resulting in the increase of polarization resistance [39]. The low-
ered anode pore connectivity reduces the active pore volume
fraction ε and also increases tortuosity t, decreasing the effective
gas diffusion coefficient Deff given by the equation [40]:

Deff ¼
ε$D
t2

(6)

Stability of the cell operated on deposited carbon. Stage VI in
Fig. 4(a) shows the stability test of the cell operated on deposited
carbon in stage IV with Jw ¼ 41.7 mA cm�2 under 5 ml min�1 Ar
protection at 800 �C. The aim of stage VI was to use the deposited
carbon as fuel or to remove it by operating the cell in a DCFC (direct
carbon fuel cell) mode. The stage lasted approximately 30 minwith
the voltage gradually decreasing until finally dropping to zero.

Li et al. [23] proposed a detailed mechanism to describe the
direct electrochemical reactions of CH4-deposited carbon on the
SOFC anode (see Eq.(12)e(17) below in section 3.4). During the cell
discharging, the O2�

fluxes from the ionic conductor contact the
carbon reactive sites, and the released electrons are conducted to
the external circuit. The electrochemical reactivity for the depos-
ited carbon is highly dependent on the deposition sites (or local
microenvironment) on the anode, and the reactions are most
difficult on the Ni particle surfaces, easier on the YSZ particle sur-
faces, and easiest at the TPB. In addition, some of the deposited
carbon does not participate in the direct electrochemical reactions
and becomes residual carbon.

Redox stability of the cell operated on deposited carbon. Fig. 4(d)
shows the EIS of the cells using hydrogen as fuel at the points MP1
and MP4 (see Fig. 4(a)) and that of the anode in the full oxidation
state. MP1 represents the cell state where the anode was fully
reduced, and MP4 represents the state where the DCFC stage just
terminated. As shown in the inserted table in Fig. 4(d), the resis-
tance values of MP1, MP4, and the oxidation state at 100 kHz are
0.193, 2.523, and 22.090 U cm2, respectively. The value of the
oxidation state is two orders of magnitude higher than that of MP1,
showing the large gap in the ohmic resistance between the two
extreme redox states of the anode, that is, the fully oxidized state
and the fully reduced state at MP1. The value of MP4 is more than
ten times higher than that of MP1, yet almost nine times less than
that of the oxidation state. Obviously, the anode at MP4was under a
partial oxidation state. Thus, the significant performance degra-
dation at MP4 (Fig. 4(e)) could be attributed to the partial oxi-
dization of Ni in the anode to NiO. Koh et al. [12] reported that the
oxidation of Ni predominantly brings about an increase in the
ohmic resistance, and the ohmic resistance increases further as the
cell is exposed to the oxidative condition longer. Chen et al. [41]
reported that the increase in the ohmic resistance of the cell
tested at a low hydrogen concentration and high current density
indicated that some new materials such as NiO with low electronic



Fig. 4. (a) A successive seven-stage process of an SOFC operated on dry methane and/or deposited carbon at 800 �C. (b) I-V and I-P curves and (c) the impedance spectra of the cells
operated on 25% CH4-Ar at MP2 and MP3. (d) Impedance spectra of the cells operated on H2 at MP1, MP4 and the oxidation state, and (e) the I-V curves at MP1, MP4 and MP5.
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conductivity could be formed after the test.
The cell was reduced again using 40 ml min�1 hydrogen in stage

VII (Fig. 4(a)), and the OCV increased rapidly to 1.09 V after 30 min
reduction, and subsequently maintained this level. Fig. 4(e) shows
that the I-V curve measured at MP5 is basically the same as that of
MP1, and the OCV values at MP1 and MP5 have almost no change,
which reflect that the cell not only maintained its mechanical
integrity well but also regained its electrochemical performance
after re-reduction.

In brief, the results in Fig. 4 indicate that: (i) The cell could
basically run stably at high current density, however, some
deposited carbon may still occur at the anode. (ii) The deposited
carbon can be used as fuel. (iii) The consumption of deposited
carbon could result in the partial oxidation of the anode, yet which
can be recovered by hydrogen reduction. The above results suggest
that the key stages IV and VI, combiningwith stage VII, could form a
cycle to maintain the cell continuously running (see Fig. 5(a)),
which lays a foundation for the multi-cycle operation under the
intermittent methane supply mode (see Fig. 5(b)).

Influence of operation parameters on the DCFC mode. Fig. 6 shows
the influence of operating variables, i.e., the Ar flow rate and the
current density, on the stability of the DCFC mode using CH4-
deposited carbon as fuel. In Fig. 6(a), under Jw¼ 10.4 mA cm�2, with
the increase in Ar flow rates from 5 to 10 and 50 ml min�1, the
discharging time mildly decrease from 264.0 to 255.4 and
231.9 min, respectively. The data indicate that at the same current



Fig. 5. (a) A cycle based on the experiment in Fig. 4(a). (b) A multi-cycle operationwith an oxidation-and-reduction maintenance step under the intermittent methane supply mode
(see Section 3.3.3 for detailed description).
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density, the lower Ar flow rate resulted in better cell operating
stability, although the influence was limited. Ihara et al. [28e31]
studied the dependence of power generation of a RDCFC on Ar
flow rates and found that there was an optimum value for
maximum capacity of power generation. Decreasing the Ar flow
rates caused an increase in the partial pressure of CO, which was
generated by Boudouard corrosion. The deposited carbon on sur-
faces other than the TPB could be utilized as a fuel due to the
occurrence of Boudouard corrosion. On the other hand, as seen in
Fig. 6(b), under the same Ar flow rate of 5 ml min�1, with the in-
crease in Jw from 10.4 to 20.8 and 41.7 mA cm�2, the discharging
time rapidly decreased from 264.0 to 106.0 and 31.0 min, respec-
tively. The comparison of different operating variables on the per-
formance of DCFC mode are summarized in Table 1. These results
suggest that at the same Ar flow rate, the lower current density
results in better cell stability, and the influence of the current
density on the operating stability is more significant than that of Ar
flow rate.
Fig. 6. The influence of (a) Ar flow rates and (b) current densities on the stability of
DCFC mode.
3.3. Cycling operation mode for controlled deposition and
utilization of carbon

3.3.1. Stability test of the cell operated on pure methane by
continuous fuel supply mode

As shown in Fig. 7(a), the fuel cell maintained approximately
18 min stable operation using 80 ml min�1 pure methane fuel at
Jw ¼ 416 mA cm�2 at 825 �C. During the 18 min period, the voltage
fluctuated slightly between 0.75 and 0.8 V and the power density
between 313 and 333 mW cm�2. After the 18th minute, the voltage
decreased rapidly to zero at 21min due to amechanical crack in the
cell, which arose from the severe carbon deposition at the anode
(Fig. 7(b)). The above results provide very important information
for determining the appropriate carbon deposition duration, within
which the amount of deposited carbon is small enough to avoid the
destruction of fuel cells.

It is well known that a series of reactions may occur once
methane reaches the Ni-YSZ anode [7]. The main overall reactions
include methane decomposition (Eq. (1)), partial methane oxida-
tion (Eq. (2)), and complete methane oxidation (Eq. (3)). The
reforming reactions of methane and carbon are as follows:

CH4 þ H2O/COþ 3H2 (7)



Fig. 7. (a) Voltage (and power density) versus time for the cell operated under the
continuous methane supply mode. (b) SEM image of the anode with severe deposited
carbon and electronic photo of the cracked cell (the inset at bottom-left) after the
continuous fuel supply mode test.

Fig. 8. Voltage versus time for the cell operated under the RDCFC mode.

Fig. 9. (a) Voltage (and power density) versus time for the cell operated under the
intermittent methane supply mode. (b) SEM image of the anode and photo of the cell
(the inset at bottom-left) after the intermittent fuel supply mode test.

Table 1
Comparison of different operating variables on the output of DCFC mode.

Current density (mA cm�2)
Ar flow rate (ml min�1)

10.4 20.8
5

41.7
5

5 10 50

Charging duration (min) 264.0 255.4 231.9 106.0 31.0
Charging quantity (C) 79.07 76.50 69.46 63.50 37.23
Carbon consumption (g) 0.00246 0.00238 0.00216 0.00197 0.00116
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CH4 þ CO2/2COþ 2H2 (8)
C þ H2O4COþ H2 (9)

C þ CO242CO (10)

When other conditions have been determined, the amount of
feed methane and the oxygen ion supply will determine the equi-
librium of the complex system at the anode, which contains a
maximum of six components: the deposited carbon C, CO, H2, CO2,
H2O, and CH4 [42]. As many researchers have reported [41e44], if
the operating parameters were finely optimized, especially
balancing the supply of methane and the oxygen ion flux (current
load), the SOFC system will keep running stably. Apparently, the
balance was broken under the conditions in Fig. 7(a), and the car-
bon deposition process overwhelmed the other reactions. The



Fig. 10. Voltage versus time of the cell operated at a constant current density of
416 mA cm�2 at 825 �C under the intermittent methane supply mode: (a) first 6 cycles,
(b) second 6 cycles; (c) the normalized relative stability of the cycling operations.
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excessive accumulation of deposited carbon finally resulted in a
crack in the cell.

3.3.2. Stability of the cell operated on pure methane in the RDCFC
mode

Fig. 8 shows a typical RDCFC process with six cycles at
Jw ¼ 416 mA cm�2 at 825 �C. The stability test of RDCFC mode was
terminated after six cycles, although the cell seemed that more
cycles could have been run. Note that the accumulative total power-
generation time of the RDCFC test was more than 30 min, which is
obviously longer than that in Fig. 7(a). These data suggest that even
under the much more favorable conditions for carbon deposition,
such as pure methane, Jw ¼ 0 and high temperature, controlling the
carbon deposition, herein by limiting the duration of carbon
deposition to 5 min, still allows the carbon to be utilized as fuel and
maintains the fuel cell operating stably in the RDCFC mode.

3.3.3. Stability of the cell operated on pure methane in the
intermittent fuel supply mode

Fig. 9(a) shows a typical continuous power-generation process,
where the cell operates on 80 ml min�1 pure methane by the
intermittent fuel supply mode (IFS). As shown in Fig. 9(a), a 5-cycle
operation was carried out at Jw ¼ 416 mA cm�2 at 825 �C. After the
operation, the cell's integrity was maintained very well, and there
was no obvious carbon deposition on the anode (Fig. 9(b)).
Comparedwith the RDCFCmode, one of themain advantages of the
IFS mode is that it is a continuous power-generation process,
although the output fluctuates to a certain extent. In addition, the
output duration was significantly improved over that in Fig. 8.

The IFS mode could be regarded as a hybrid of the continuous
fuel supply mode and the RDCFC mode. In the 5-min pure methane
supply stage, the cell was operated at Jw ¼ 416 mA cm�2. Obviously,
such a high current density can significantly suppress the carbon
deposition due to the direct electrochemical oxidation of the solid
carbon. On the other hand, the carbon deposition was also sup-
pressed by the reforming reactions of the anode products, steam/
CO2. In the period without supplying methane, the deposited car-
bon at the anode became the main fuel, although the reforming
products of CO, H2 and some residual methane were present. The
cell voltage decreased gradually with the consumption of the solid
carbon, and the anode was simultaneously recovered.

Fig. 10(a) shows a six-cycle operation of an SOFC operated under
the intermittent methane supply mode at 825 �C. Note that after
the first six-cycle operation, a two-step oxidation-and-reduction
maintenance process was carried out for the cell: first, the residual
carbonwas removed from the anode by introducing 20% O2 in Ar at
a 40 ml min�1

flow rate in 10 min, and second, the anode was
reduced by introducing hydrogen at 40 ml min�1 for 30 min (see
Fig. 5(b)). After the maintenance process, the second six-cycle
operation was performed as shown in Fig. 10(b).

Fig. 10(c) shows the comparison of the normalized relative
stability of the four cycling operation cases in this work. The
normalized relative stability is obtained by normalizing the power-
generation time of the cell using deposited carbon fuel in each cycle
period. The relative stability of the second six-cycle operation was
obviously higher than that of the first six-cycle operation, sup-
porting the residual carbon hypothesis. The former three cycles of
the RDCFC operation were very steady, yet the latter three cycles
degraded similar to the five-cycle operation and the first six-cycle
operation. In brief, after the maintenance treatment, the stability
of the cell operation was improved to a certain extent.

3.4. Polarization effect

Fig.11 (a)&(d) show the I-V curves of the cells operated under H2
at 80 ml min�1 before and after the RDCFC cycling process (Section
3.3.2) and the 12-cycle process (Section 3.3.3), respectively. The



Fig. 11. I-V curves of the cells operated (a) before and after the RDCFC test (Section 3.3.2), and (d) before and after the 12-cycle test (Section 3.3.3). Impedance spectra of the cells
operated (b) before and after the RDCFC test, and (e) before and after the 12-cycle test, and the corresponding impedance difference spectra (c) and (f), respectively.
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OCV values were almost maintained at 1.1 V before and after the
processes, indicating that the electrolyte filmwas sufficiently dense
and that the cell was tightly sealed. However, the performance of
the cell obviously degraded to a certain extent after the processes.
Fig. 11 (b)&(e) show the AC impedance spectra, and Fig. 11 (c)&(f)
give the impedance difference spectra before and after the RDCFC
process and the 12-cycle process, respectively.

In general, the low frequency intercept of the impedance arc on
the real axis corresponds to the total resistance of the cell, which
can be divided into ohmic and electrode polarization resistances
[10]. The high frequency intercept represents the ohmic resistance
(Ro), involving the ionic resistance of the electrolyte, the electronic
resistance of the electrodes, and some contact resistance associated
with the interfaces. The difference between the high frequency and
low frequency intercepts on the real axis represents the electrode
(both anode and cathode) polarization resistance (Rp). Fig. 11
(b)&(e) clearly indicate that after the RDCFC process and the 12-
cycle process, the Rp of the cell increased to a certain extent, yet the
Ro showed almost no change.

Fig. 11 (c)&(f) show the impedance difference spectra defined as
the difference of the resistances (Re Z) or capacitances (Im Z)
relative to the corresponding frequency between the values
measured before and after a certain process. The impedance dif-
ference spectra are featured by a resistance jump phenomenon in
approximately 10e1000 Hz and a capacitance peak centered at
~100 Hz. Generally, the high frequency (HF > 10 kHz) response
arises from the electrolyte resistance, and the medium and higher
frequency (MF, 100-10 kHz) responses are related to the impedance
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of the electron-transfer and ion-transfer processes occurring at the
current collector/electrode and electrode/electrolyte interfaces,
respectively [45]. It has been reported that the response centered at
100e1000 Hz arises from charge-transfer processes, while the
response at ~300 Hz was related to an anode electrochemical
process [38,40]. The response at the low frequency (LF, 0.1e100 Hz)
normally arises from gas diffusion process in porous anodes [38].
Because the frequency range 10e1000 Hz, where the resistance
jump phenomenon occurred, belongs to the transition range from
LF to MF, the resistance jump phenomenon and the capacitance
peak may be associated with the convoluted responses for charge
transfer and gas diffusion processes in anodes.

Based on prior observations [39,41], we could presume that the
resistance jump phenomenon may originate from the formation of
residual carbon and NiO at the anode. As mentioned above, because
the carbon deposited on the Ni surfaces has the lowest electro-
chemical reactivity than those on the TPB and YSZ surfaces, some
carbon of this type might become residual carbon that will not be
electrochemically oxidized but occupy the Ni active sites [23]. The
residual carbon may reduce the pore connectivity and hinder gas
diffusing through the porous anode, leading to the increase of
anode polarization [39]. On the other hand, a certain quantity of
NiO may appear at the anode, which originates from the DCFC
process while deposited carbon fuel is being consumed or
exhausted. The O2� conducted through the YSZ electrolyte can spill
over from the Ni-YSZ interface to the Ni surface (Eq. (11), Fig. 12),
and can consequently react with the carbon deposited on the Ni
surface through the reactions in Eq.(12)e(17) [23,26]:

*O2�
YSZ4

*O2�
Ni (11)

*CNi þ *O2�
Ni 4

*CO2�
Ni (12)

*CO2�
Ni 4

*CO�
Ni þ e� (13)

*CO�
Ni4CONi þ e�4CO[ (14)

CONi þ *O2�
Ni 4

*OCO2�
Ni (15)
Fig. 12. Schematic illustration of the electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen and
deposited carbon on the Ni�YSZ anode.
*OCO2�
Ni 4

*OCO�
Ni þ e� (16)

*OCO�
Ni4OCONi þ e�4CO2[ (17)

When the O2� spilled over to the Ni surface (*ONi) cannot
encounter the active carbon at the anode (*CNi), the reactions in Eq.
(18) might occur [22,23] and thus the NiO may be formed:

*O2�
Ni 4

*NiO2�4NiOþ 2e� (18)

The residual carbon and NiO on the anode will be formed and
accumulated gradually with the running of the RDCFC or the
intermittent fuel supply process, and will result in the decrease of
the Ni active sites over the anode. According to the mechanism
model of hydrogen oxidation at the anode [46], the hydrogen
molecules are first adsorbed and dissociated on the Ni surface (Eq.
(19)), then the Ni-adsorbed hydrogen atoms (*HNi) move over the
TPB towards the YSZ surface and simultaneously transfer their
electrons to the Ni electrode (Eq. (20), Fig. 12). On the YSZ surface,
they can attach either to O2� (Eq. (21)) or OH� sites (Eq. (22)).

[H24
*HNi þ *HNi (19)

*HNi4
*Hþ

YSZ þ e� (20)

*Hþ
YSZ þ *O2�

YSZ4
*OH�

YSZ (21)

*Hþ
YSZ þ *OH�

YSZ4
*H2OYSZ (22)

*H2OYSZ4H2O[ (23)

The reactions in Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) are the rate limiting steps
of the electrochemical oxidation of H2, which are closely related
with the number of Ni active sites over the anode. The formation of
residual carbon and NiO on the anode can reduce the number of Ni
active sites and thus inhibit these reactions. The NiO may impede
the charge transfer process happened at the Ni particles (Eq. (20))
or TPB at the anode and induce the capacitance peak in the
impedance difference spectra. These inhibition/impedance effects
will result in the enhanced polarization effect at the anode, in
particular, the resistance jump phenomenon in the MF to LF range,
as detected by the EIS (see Fig. 11). Note that the amount of NiO is
too small to make the Ro increase.
4. Conclusion

The stability of Ni-YSZ anode-supported SOFCs operated on 25%
drymethane and on puremethanewith three operatingmodeswas
investigated at 800 �C and 825 �C, respectively. A successive multi-
stage process was performed to explore the operation of cells using
25% dry methane or deposited carbon from methane decomposi-
tion as the fuel. Stable operation can be maintained by optimizing
the fuel supply and current density parameters. The AC impedance
analysis suggests that the partial oxidization of Ni could occur at
the anode when carbon fuel was consumed. The cell could run at a
comparatively stable state with continuous power output in an
intermittent methane supply mode, where the deposition and
utilization of carbon was controlled by balancing the fuel supply
and consumption. The increase in the polarization resistance of the
cell might originate from the small amount of NiO and residual
carbon at anodes which can be removed via an oxidation-and-
reduction maintenance process. Based on the strategy of
controlled carbon deposition and utilization, this work provides an
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alternative operating mode for improving the stability of direct
methane SOFCs and the feasibility of their application.
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